Drosophila ribosomal RNA stability increases during slow growth conditions.
We have developed density labeling pulse-chase methods which, in contrast to a conventional radiolabeling approach, allow us to determine the effectiveness of our chase and to measure RNA stability in vivo without measuring precursor pool specific activities. We have used these methods to determine the stability of the embryonic ribosomal RNA inherited by either normally or slowly growing Drosophila melanogaster larvae. If larvae are raised in a rich growth medium, embryonic rRNA decays with a half-life of 48 h. However, if larvae are raised in a poor growth medium, which slows larval growth and prolongs development, the half-life of rRNA increases to 115 h. This is the only example, of which we are aware, directly showing that rRNA half-life increases during slow growth conditions. We propose that the increased stability of rRNA that we find may enable slowly growing larvae to maintain the ribosome levels necessary to continue growth and development under conditions of nutrient deprivation.